other nearby poles at y =+ iy where y = n/2p provide the exact expression for the energy. " Other pole residues vanish exponentially as A -~. De 
other nearby poles at y =+ iy where y = n/2p provide the exact expression for the energy. " Other pole residues vanish exponentially as A -~. De we find E"=m coshyo. , + m cosh'"n =r + 1,r + 2, (19) E"=2m sin [-, 'nw(2y -1) ]coshyo. ', , n~r. (20) In the rest frame o. , =0, Eg. (20) 
where q(A. B) =))A.B+( -I)"b'"r)B. A. In the above gA(z) and ))A*(z) are the Faddeev-Popov ghost superfields; the subscript "; "means covariant derivative with respect to the full metric g», while "!" is with respect to the vacuum metric g» '. R» is the contracted curvature formed from g».
It is clear that the above quantization maintains manifest global supersymmetry provided g» is a global tensor. This implies g"B{')has the general form' g", (') = q&", g"~(o)= -i(81 &)~; and g~b(o) = r)"() +(8I"") (8F ") {), where q= -C (C is the charge-conjugation matrix) and I""=) "F is a constant matrix in Dirac and internal-symmetry space. Writing g»(z) = g» ' +h»(z) and expanding I in powers of h» allows one to construct the unperturbed propagators and vertices of the theory. Our (z, z') = t(h"(z)h (z')) and the vector ghost propagator DAB= i(gA(z) qB*(z ')) can be obtained to zeroth order from the quadratic parts of I. In the harmonic gauge these take the simple form 
-(n+p)(2+ n~)+Qn, . i+Qn"', (1978) .
The existence of globally supersymmetric spontaneous breaking of gauge sypersymmetry in the tree approximation was demonstrated in R. Arnowitt and P. Nath, Phys. Rev. Lett. 36, 1526 Lett. 36, (1976 . The globa11y symmetric spontaneous breaking conditions with all quantum corrections is given in P. Nath and R. Arnowitt, Phys. Rev. D 18, 2759 (1978 , where the full quantum theory is presented.
S. %'einberg, Phys. Rev. 118, 838 (1960) .
A detailed discussion of the properties of the globa1-ly symmetric propagators described in this section wi11 be given in a separate paper. The corresponding condition on the ghost propagator reads A~(~+ Il"} + t.A&86&~-(-l)~A&8&&8 l{igI'") 8~= 0.
Actually, some components of E~~gD fa11 off even faster than the bounds of Eq. {8). We wi11 see, however, that Kq. (8) is sufficient to prove the finiteness of all Feynman graphs. 8It is possible that finiteness also exists for N =1 due to a cancellation of a11 the logarithmic infinities. We have Got examined this possibility.
